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Word of the week: Class contract 

A class contract is an agreement made between learners and the teacher to follow 
certain rules and standards. It applies to both the learners and the teacher, and is 
drawn up at the beginning of the course. 

Example 

‘We will hand in our homework on time’ and ‘I will mark and return homework 
quickly’ are two terms often included in a class contract. 

In the classroom 

Aside from being an enjoyable, relevant and motivating activity a class contract 
can be a useful way to start a dialogue concerning how the class works and can so 
encourage learner autonomy. 

[retrieved from http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk] 
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Video: English Language Teaching In Action – Disc 3: 
Receptive Skills 

 

Watch the video at http://www.eltweekly.com/elt-newsletter/2011/04/89-video-
english-language-teaching-in-action-%E2%80%93-disc-3-receptive-skills/       
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Susan Ryan’s Tip: Frequently Mispronounced Consonant 

Many of the students I work with speak English very quickly. This makes it 

difficult to understand what they are saying! Sometimes they speak quickly 

because they feel nervous. Sometimes their fast speech is simply a carryover from 

the way they speak their native language. 

If you speak English too quickly, your listeners have to work harder to understand 

you. Pronunciation errors are more likely to occur when you speak fast because 

you are not taking enough time to articulate the correct sounds and patterns. Here 

are a couple of things you can do to slow down your rate of speech so that people 

will understand you more easily. 

Use thought groups 

When native English speakers are talking they divide long sentences into smaller 

sections called thought groups. At the end of each thought group there is a brief 

pause. This pause gives listeners a bit of time to process what was just said. 

Use syllable stress and schwa 

Using syllable stress correctly will also slow down your speed. That’s because 

when you use syllable stress you control your pitch and the length of your 

syllables. The rhythm of stressed syllables with long clear vowel sounds combined 

with unstressed syllables with the reduced schwa vowel sound will naturally slow 

down your speech. 

Lengthen vowel sounds in stressed syllables and before voiced consonants 
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Native English speakers do not pronounce all vowel sounds with the same length. 

The vowel sounds in stressed syllables and the vowel sounds that occur before 

voiced consonants are longer in duration that other vowels. If you employ the rules 

for vowel lengthening in your speech it will help you slow down your pace. 

Find a speech model 

Find a family member, friend or trusted co-worker who speaks at a speed that is 

easy to understand. Then try to match your speaking rate with theirs during 

conversations. Pace yourself against them. You may feel like you are speaking too 

slowly but chances are you are not! 

Practice 

Changing your speed will feel strange in the beginning, but speaking more slowly 

will help listeners to process and understand what you are saying. Keep practicing 

your speed by employing thought groups, syllable stress and vowel lengthening. 

Find a speech model to measure yourself against. With daily practice your new 

speaking rate will begin to feel comfortable, especially when you notice that 

people are comprehending your message! 

Susan Ryan is an American English pronunciation teacher and accent reduction 

coach. She currently lives in South Florida. Read more articles by Susan at 

http://www.confidentvoice.com/blog 
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Resource of the week: Forvo – Online Pronouncing 

Dictionary 

Forvo is the largest pronunciation guide in the world, the place where you´ll find 

millions of words pronounced in their original languages. 

Forvo´s purpose is to maintain the guide quality. There is a great team of volunteer 

editors who review most of the activity of the users. Incorrect language or not 

fulfilling Forvo´s policy are some of the reasons to remove any content. Anyway, 

Forvo´s right is to remove any inappropriate content. 

Everyone can add words to the Forvo database and keep the Forvo list growing. 

Visit the Online Pronouncing Dictionary – Forvo at http://www.forvo.com/  
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Article: ‘English Language Games Make Teaching 
Vocabulary Fun and Easy!’ by Karlee Demierre 

Learning new vocabulary is the building block to learning a new language, anyone 

who has ever taught ESL children knows that – but have you realized the leverage 

that English language games can have in your classroom? So how can we as 

teachers teach new vocabulary into our student’s minds while making it fun and 

easy for everyone? 

Repetition, repetition, repetition is key! I’m sure I don’t have to repeat that, we all 

know that the more we hear and say and do things the more engrained it gets into 

our heads. However, I’m not referring to traditional “repetition” of sitting in a chair 

and repeating the same word over and over again in a row. Instead, I’m talking 

about a more engaging and fun approach to teaching vocabulary to ESL beginners. 

The first time you introduce a new word or set of vocabulary, show them with the 

use of flash cards, or movements or pointing to the object, ask them to repeat it 

right then while you are showing them so that they associate the two. Then move 

on to another exercise that uses the same vocabulary but in a different song or 

activity. Not only will this help ESL children to hear and say and use the same 

vocabulary over again (repetition is key!) but it also keeps them interested in the 

class so they don’t get bored and start causing distractions. Continually adding 

more variety of vocabulary repetition will dramatically increase their learning 

speed and retention. 

Here is an example of a series of variations I’ve put together for the traditional 

children’s song “Head and Shoulders”. It’s hard to explain each one in detail only 

in writing, so I’ve made a video of each of these ESL exercises on my blog. 
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1. Sing “Head and shoulders” – here’s where you can point to each body part and 

say its name while having the kids repeat, then sing slowly all together and finally 

take turns having the boys sing all together while the girls listen and then switch. 

This gives them a chance to perform, take turns and hear each other as well. 

2. “Good morning body” – this exercise game is to ‘wake up’ each body part by 

doing stretches and movements, the rhythm is slow and the children can repeat 

each phrase after you. 

3. “I love my body” – this song has a cute tune! You’d first want to explain what ‘I 

love’ means to them so that they really get the significance of what they are saying. 

I strongly encourage teaching self-love from an early age, so I emphasize the last 

line of the song “I LOVE ME!” with a big bear hug! 

4. “Shake, shake my body” – this song and dance is so fun to watch the kids play 

with! The rhythm is much faster so it’s a good one to play if you see them falling 

asleep – they’ll figure out what the word ’shake’ means by the end of the song! 

Start with your head and work your way down shaking all the various body parts 

separately with a ‘FREEZE!’ at the end of each ’shaking session’. This is a good 

variation to start introducing more body vocabulary. 

You’ll notice a difference right away in the children’s vocabulary retention as soon 

as you get them moving their bodies and repeating the same words in a variety of 

exercises. So next time you want to teach some vocabulary instead of just nailing 

your students down to their chairs and forcing them to memorize – give them some 

playful English language games that will encourage participation and repetition. 

Get their whole minds and bodies involved in the learning process and keep trying 

new variations until they get it! 
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Karlee is PASSIONATE about teaching English Language Games to ESL 

children! She has a great LOVE for kids and thrives on creating ESL exercises for 

beginners. Find more English language games on her blog below:  

 

[http://www.englishlanguagegames.org/english-language-games/english-language-

games-4-variations-head-shoulders/]English Language Games for ESL Children  

 

[http://www.englishlanguagegames.org]English Language Games 

Article Source: [http://EzineArticles.com/?English-Language-Games-Make-

Teaching-Vocabulary-Fun-and-Easy!&id=5712953] English Language Games 

Make Teaching Vocabulary Fun and Easy!
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Station-e is a language laboratory envisaged to cater 

to the growing demand of a large pool of fluent English 

speaking youths in areas like BPO and ITES in particular and 

in all walks of life in general. It has conceptualized 

customized training program based on the latest 

technological tools and the most advanced training 

methodology to impart simplified and effortless learning of 

English. It also provides personalized training for British, 

American, Australian and Global accent. Visit Station-e at 

http://www.station-e.com. 
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‘E-Learning – Substitution through Technology or 
Amalgamation with Technology’ By Daljeet Singh Bawa & 
Aparna Marwah  

Daljeet Singh Bawa & Aparna Marwah work with Bharati Vidyapeeth University 

Institute of Management & Research, A-4, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi – 110063. 

 

In a world on the move, the need for technology in any of its form is desired every 

minute of every day. For any type of technology to stay in vogue, real-time 

information is to be delivered to the applicants; otherwise, it is doomed to fall. The 

process of updating information and delivering it to the applicants needs 

education—with no doubt. But it seems that education is also employing 

technology to upgrade itself. Electronic learning, known as e-learning is becoming 

popular day in day out. It is removing the constraints of time and location for 

instructors as well as learners. This paper studies e-learning in its broad sense. The 

vast movement towards e-learning is clearly motivated by the many benefits it 

offers but computer based instruction ( even if it is self – regulated ) can never 

eliminate human instructors and other forms of educational delivery. So e-learning 

is not without critics; e.g. Light and Colbourn (1997) point out that “learners 

frequently stated they do not wish technological solutions to replace face to face 

teaching”. Thus, an absolutely positive look at e-learning as a substitution for 

traditional classroom would be harmful to the body of education in a way or 

another. 
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Technological Perspective of Education : E-Learning 

We are a technological world on the move; a world which hungers for more and 

more technology to be satisfied. Technology has become the inevitable platform 

for innovations. A good means to deliver the knowledge of this technology is mass 

media. E-learning is becoming part of training in both fields of education and 

industry (Chapelle, 2004; Kirk, 2002). E-learning is a young field holding the use 

of technology as its central focus to conduct educational or organizational training. 

It is individualized and customized learning rather than organizational-based (Kirk, 

2002). E-learning delivers real-time knowledge (i.e. immediate and updated 

knowledge) to the right applicant. It is self-paced and applicants freely choose 

what they want when they want; in-house systems also help them have immediate 

and comfortable access to the knowledge. E-learning enjoys a sort of 

infrastructural classroom—a notion introduced by Bielaczyc (2001, 2006 cited in 

Lakkala, 2007); a classroom as ideal as possible for learners. E-learning has found 

its way to a vast area of subjects like marketing, organizations, worker employing, 

retaining employees, and education. Like every other notion proposed, e-learning 

has its own proponents and opponents. 

Proponents suggest that e-learning is efficient learning in the sense that it delivers 

up-dated knowledge to the exact applicant(s). Moreover, it is cost effective because 

the expenses are drawn on individuals. E-learning is considered to be easily 

presentable and satisfactory in many aspects. But this is not the side often seen; 

there are some difficulties in play as well. To make e-learning work, it should been 

as a helping hand or support not as a complete replacement strategy. 

E – learning from different perspectives 

As a young field, e-learning is subject to face much obstruction on its newly 

commenced way. E-learning could have been mistakenly thought of as a 
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substitution for traditional training. This should not be so. Some (Díaz & 

Entonado, 2009 among others) admit this fact; there are certain fields which are in 

complete mismatch with e-learning. Díaz & Entonado (2009) reported some 

studies done in the area public application of e-learning (Blankson & Kyei-

Blankson, 2008; Hui et al., 2008; Lim et al., 2008; Riesetter et al., 2007; So & 

Brush, 2008). This may not have internal validity, for e-learning is assumed to be 

self-paces. As affirmed in the language of Kirk (2002), “E-learning can be self-

paced, with a focus on the learner” [italics mine] (p. 8). This ‘can be’ might imply 

that e-learning—according to the urgency of knowledge need and time—may not 

be self-paced; one then can ask if it is not self-contradictory to the nature of e-

learning. Sometimes field, sometimes people, sometimes sexes may not benefit 

from an e-learning program. 

Consequently, e-learning should not be thought of as an alternative for traditional 

face-to-face learning but an assistant to it. Chapelle (2004) and Kirk (2002) assert 

that e-learning has suggested a new way to use technology besides face-to-face 

training. Díaz and Entonado (2009) draw almost no differences between e-learning 

and face-to-face training satisfaction in some areas in tutors and applicants; some 

areas should be made as exceptions. 

The concept of e-learning offers a virtual infrastructural classroom to applicants to 

learn materials, can e-learning be an absolute substitution for traditional classroom 

learning? If not, what can be the proposed solution? 

E-Leaning paving its way into diverse areas 

We are a world on the move. In information age, where technology is estimated to 

experience a growth of at least two thirds (Kirk, 2002) every year, mass media is 

hired to deliver immediate knowledge to applicants—a cover term employed to 

include vast sorts of those in need of knowledge. E-learning is becoming part of 
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training in both fields of education and industry (Chapelle, 2004; Kirk, 2002). E-

learning is a young field holding the use of technology as its central focus to 

conduct educational or organizational training. It uses media—the Internet, 

computer, audio/video tapes, interactive TV, intranets, extranets, and CD-ROMs 

(Cross, 2001 as cited in Kirk, 2002)—to present appropriate material to appropriate 

applicants. The interesting point is that learners are free to choose the items and 

learn at their own pace. It enjoys a sort of infrastructural classroom—a notion 

introduced by Bielaczyc (2001, 2006 cited in Lakkala, 2007); a classroom as ideal 

as possible for learners. E-learning has found its way to a vast area of subjects like 

marketing, organizations, worker employing, retaining employees, and education. 

Internet portals are presenting online programs, and businesses are selling their 

products in retail and wholesale thru e-marketing. But this deceptively rapid 

growth of e-learning might overshadow possible roadblocks it may encounter 

although eyes should not be closed to the advancement and convenience it has 

provided us with. Thus, a closer look at benefits and pitfalls of e-learning is of 

significance. 

Like every other notion proposed, e-learning has its own proponents and 

opponents. As mentioned above, it is a young field and has a long way ahead. 

Proponents suggest that e-learning, as an individualized and customized approach 

of learning rather than organizational, is efficient learning (Kirk, 2002); they 

believe that it delivers the exact information to the exact applicant on his or her 

desktop. Moreover, the applicant is totally free to choose what he or she wants to 

learn, and most importantly, learn at their own pace. In-house systems, on the other 

hand, put applicants at ease by allowing them to enjoy their personal infrastructural 

classroom. E-learning also offers a time saving opportunity as it is self-paced; so, 

applicants go for knowledge when they want. As more and more countries—in 
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various time zones—are being involved in this sort of technology applied for 

training, applicants can adjust their time to coordinate with the same applicants in 

other countries. E-learning has become a new innovation to learn i.e., online 

education. 

There are a number of universities around the globe that realize that there are a 

number of student who may simply not afford attending their learning program in 

campus attending regular classes. So, such students can always opt for elearning 

system as their prime option available. Making use of this online education system 

there are chances that anyone can in fact attend any course in any university 

present around the globe. These universities also award students with a valuable 

degree for attending course online and this degree has the same value as compared 

to in-campus training program. If you have to think of getting a reputed college 

education, then you certainly have to try and overcome a number of barriers that 

might lie on the way. 

These barriers might simply range from expense to motivation and also 

accessibility and reach. There are a number of people around the globe who simply 

are just not capable of affording paying thousands of dollars for getting a regular 

college degree for their kids. A number of people are there who in fact live in some 

of the most remote places and so they find it impossible to attend regular colleges 

and universities. Online education enables such people to overcome all these 

barriers by allowing them to get connected to reputed universities and colleges. 

They can always try selecting some of the best online training niche while they can 

help their parents at home and work in the farms along with their studies. 

An increasing number of students also prefer working during the day time in all 

kind of jobs and study in online education programs during the night times. E-

learning programs provide with flexibility such that you can attend your online 
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class at your own convenience. Such learning programs have taken an initiative to 

transform the face of higher education overnight. There are millions of American 

kids who have joined such online education programs along with working 

professionals and house wives to gain a regular college degree. Such distance 

learning programs are considered as best options for anyone who wants to 

complete any university or college program but certainly does not have enough 

resources or time available. 

The best part is that this online education degree holds equivalent value as any 

regular college degree. So in any online education classroom you certainly might 

find range of ages and professionals sitting together at the same time in front of 

their personal computers at their home. So the enthusiasm is very much similar to 

that attending regular college classroom. But you have to keep in mind that these 

people who are opting for online education programs certainly have a real zeal for 

learning and completing their education. These are the class of people who literally 

want to get their college degrees or university degree and elearning is one way they 

can get their dreams come true. 

Distance learning can always be fun and excitement and you also get a chance to 

earn your college degree from any reputed college or university from around the 

world sitting at the comfort zone of your home. Today with the advent of online 

education system studying abroad in any reputed college might just not be a dream 

for anyone.  But this is not the side often observed because there are some 

problems in play. 

E-Learning :  a substitution or an enhancement to education 

Within the zone of pitfalls, e-learning could have been mistakenly thought of as a 

substitution for traditional training. This should not be so. Some (Díaz & 

Entonado, 2009 among others) admit this fact; there are certain fields which are in 
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complete mismatch with e-learning. Moreover, because it is efficient learning as a 

result of being cost-effective, easily presented, and advantageous, it does not mean 

that applicants can have their own pace in learning. At least, this cannot be applied 

in public classes although Díaz and Entonado (2009) reported a public application 

of an e-learning program for their specific aims; they also reported some studies 

done in this area (Blankson & Kyei-Blankson, 2008; Hui et al., 2008; Lim et al., 

2008; Riesetter et al., 2007; So & Brush, 2008). Put simply, a group of applicants 

do not mean the same goals in a set time; even though this could be the philosophy 

behind its being individualized. 

The educationalists need technological training for initial creation of a learning 

environment. The technology uses individual student time with no regard for 

institutional time-tabling with no element of personal touch. Chat rooms can go 

part of the way to mimicking real inter-personal interaction, but most students see 

interaction as an addition to, not a replacement, for meeting people. 

As affirmed in the language of Kirk (2002), “E-learning can be self-paced, with a 

focus on the learner” [italics mine] (p. 8). This ‘can be’ might imply that e-

learning—according to the urgency of knowledge need and time—may not be self-

paced; one then can ask if it is not self-contradictory to the nature of e-learning. 

Sometimes people may not benefit from an e-learning program. Díaz and Entonado 

(2009) make a comparison between various studies like those of Blankson and 

Kyei-Blankson (2008), Lim at al. (2008), and So and Brush (2008)—with no 

internal validity as e-learning is applied in various contexts. Plus, these 

comparisons, if of any validation, may not be useful as long as groups of applicants 

are considered; e-learning is assumed to be individualized though. There is good 

support by Chapelle (2004) who reports that technology-assisted learning, and 

especially research in this area, is unique in the sense that one should change his or 
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her perspectives toward such issues with the emergence of technology; in other 

words, technology changes perspectives toward contexts and approaches of data 

collection. As another opposing point to e-learning, when it may not be applicable 

to all fields, neither can it be to all aspects and skills within a discipline. E-learning 

needs a tutor; thus, one could make sure that there is interaction between applicant 

and the tutor. But there is no interaction between applicants. This is magnified in 

case of educational courses like language classes; that is to say no interaction, thus, 

no learning occurs. Besides, the mentioned studies do not hold bio data of the 

participants to consider gender differences in e-learning. 

Chapelle (2004) and Kirk (2002) assert that e-learning has suggested a new way to 

use technology besides face-to-face training. Díaz and Entonado (2009) draw 

almost no differences between e-learning and face-to-face training satisfaction in 

some areas in tutors and applicants; some areas should be made as exceptions. 

E-learning is cost-effective only if it is drawn on individuals; otherwise, if 

provided by schools or organizations, it would not be so. In information age with 

this rapid growth and hunger for the new, schools or organizations may put time 

and energy to understand what the new are. It is, therefore, logical to ask what if 

there is no application if e-learning is solo-presented training way. 

After all, e-learning has a long way ahead. And one should bear in mind that e-

learning is to be regarded as a facilitator not a total substitution for traditional face-

to-face learning style. 

Assessment of Beneficiary Role of E-Learning and providing it a new dimension – 

Blended Learning 

It is, thus, while-worthy evaluating different aspects of e-learning to see how good 

it does to both fields of industry and education. To this end, this section is intended 

to bear some of this evaluation. 
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To start with, e-learning has benefits among which is its cost-effectiveness, and as 

with some findings, it is no less satisfactory than traditional classes for both tutors 

and applicants (Díaz & Entonado, 2009). It is also self-paced which means that the 

applicant can choose what they want to learn when they want to learn. With the 

infrastructural classroom atmosphere it offers the learners as introduced by 

Bielaczyc (2001, 2006 cited in Lakkala, 2007), e-learning in both fields of 

education and technology puts applicants at ease when learning. 

There is little doubt that e-learning is a major factor shaping the future of higher 

education. As Inglis et al (2002) indicate, “ For most organizations, the transition 

to electronic delivery will represent a significant shift. It will involve major 

changes to the organization like changes in staffing, processes, infrastructure, and 

most of all to the culture of the organization”.But this is not, and should not be, the 

side often seen about e-learning. It was said it is cost-effective; that is just in the 

case of being personalized. In other words, if organizations and companies are to 

provide the costs of technology-assisted learning—e-learning—it would not last 

long enough and keeping updated would not be that possible. Plus, by being self-

paced is not meant that individuals can learn on their own pace; if so, e-learning 

cannot be applied to a group of applicants who are supposed to achieve a goal. 

Bielaczyc might have missed the point that infrastructural atmosphere of classes in 

e-learning processes might put applicants at ease and many fail to communicate 

with the class if they are not in a class. Thus e-learning in certain cases lacks 

accountability. 

The solution to the above problem is that there are several instances wherein a 

mixture of traditional programme with e-learning meets the purpose of learning. 

Here comes the concept of blended learning. Blended learning is an approach 

which combines e-learning with other traditional methods of learning for 
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delivering a learning solution. Different learning problems require different 

solutions ( different mixes of media and delivery ) and the key is to apply the 

RIGHT MIX to a problem. 

One of the simplest approaches is to create electronic content and “surround” it 

with human, interactive content. This approach of “surrounding” e-learning with 

humans enables you to create high interest, accountability, and real assessment of 

the results of the e-learning programme. 
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‘E-Learning – Substitution through Technology or 
Amalgamation with Technology’ By Daljeet Singh Bawa & 
Aparna Marwah  

V. Radhika works as an Assistant Professor in the Department of English at 

Aarupadai Veedu Institute of Technology, Vinayaka Missions University, 

Paiyanoor, Chennai. 

 

Language is categorized as spoken language and written language. Spoken 

language is mostly different from the written language. The function of the 

language is for communicating the common experience of human beings. Apart 

from verbal communication, non-verbal communication is also used effectively to 

communicate one’s emotions. Mostly oral communication will end in boredom. To 

be clear and economical body language helps immensely to make our 

communication interesting. Gestures came under non-verbal communication. It 

exposes one’s inner feelings. It is normally known as the body language. All parts 

of the body such as eyes, head, arms, legs etc. involve in communication. It helps 

to develop a better rapport. 

Introduction 

What is language? Language is only humane. The sounds and the words used for 

communicating one’s feelings and ideas are known as language. It is used to 

express our thoughts by modulating the sounds. Every language has its importance. 

Language has some misconceptions that languages are logical. But especially in 

English there is no logic between the words spelt and pronounced. The main 
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function of the language is for communicating the common experience of human 

beings. 

Types of language 

Language is categorized as spoken language and written language. Spoken 

language is mostly different from the written language. We should follow certain 

rules and formalities in written language. But we do not follow any of the rules in 

speaking the language. It is only for the purpose of communication. 

“A good communicator knows what to speak, how to speak, when to speak, where 

to speak and why to speak.” Apart from verbal communication, non-verbal 

communication is also used effectively to communicate one’s ideas and intentions. 

“Writing is words carved on rocks, speaking is words written in the air”. We can 

communicate our feelings, ideas or pieces of message through sounds. 

“Action speaks louder than words”. Mostly oral communication will occasionally 

be boring and ambiguous. To be intelligible, clear, economical and encouraging 

body language is found to be apt. Non-verbal communication is mostly appreciated 

now-a-days. We can express our feelings, ideas and messages by using parts of our 

body. Gestures are known as non-verbal communication. Sign is also known as 

gestures. Iconic, beats and deictic are the types of gestures. We can understand 

other’s emotions explicitly from their expressions. Non-verbal communication is 

known as ‘Body Language’. All organs of the body involve in it. 

Head: It is the first and foremost part in our body to play with all. It plays a vital 

role in the body language. The way in which we look at others can clearly be 

expressed by slight movements of the head. 

Nodding sideways from left to right horizontally shows disapproval and shows our 

negative mode 
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Nodding up and down slightly in vertical position shows friendliness and 

interesting     receptive mode. 

Keeping head level both vertically and horizontally when we want to feel confident 

or assured. 

Keeping head in straight position shows authoritative. 

Eyes: These are the most important part to deal with others. Maintaining a good 

eye contact shows respect and interesting conversation. But it provides self 

confidence. So we should be careful with eye contact at that moment. 

More eye contact leads to more attentive. 

Less eye contact leads to lacking interest 

When we speak to others, fix our eye either into the eyes of the listener or at the tip 

of their nose or at their forehead. 

Posture: This is the third important thing to master in body language. It makes us 

feel good almost instantly. Our standing position focuses about our character and 

our sitting position focuses about our inner feelings such as nervous or 

uncomfortable etc. 

Hands: Hand gestures are so numerous. It gives away the clues as to how we are 

open and receptive to others. Signs and gestures involve the use of the hands. They 

are rather different gestures mostly used while speaking also. Hands movements 

accompany speech but not typically used as a way of speaking. 

Shaking hands upright and vertical conveys equality. 

When we want to show our disapproval keep our arms crossing. 

When we want to show friendliness shaking hands straightly and firmly. 

Legs: Legs are the hardest bits of our body to control consciously. Best to keep 

them as still as possible in most situations, especially at interviews or in front of 

our higher authorities. 
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Tend move around a lot, shows nervous, stressed and deceptive. 

Crossed legs shows comfort, relaxation and defensive. 

Face: Facial expression conveys more than other parts of the body.” Face is the 

index of the mind”. 

when we meet others, smile on our face shows interest to meet them 

when we want to avoid some one, just turn our face to opposite side, shows 

negative feelings 

Just a smile solves many problems. A broad smile expresses our comfortable 

position during communication. 

Conclusion 

Body language speaks about the mental attitude and the physical fitness of the 

person. It gives better understanding of people and their intention. It develops a 

better raport than a long conversation or debate. 
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